CS193: Information Technology in the Community

1-unit course in winter 2007 -- A class for everyone who can use a computer (from using basic applications, to webpage design, to databases, to your imagination). We encourage Computer Science (CS) as well as other majors to participate!

Impact the world around you: work with local non-profit and high school groups in our community a couple hours a week, to help them make better use of information technology for themselves and their constituents. They need your help!

Participate and share in the changing role of the Computer Scientist: Discover how exciting and impactful CS can be and encourage others to consider getting CS degrees.

Build bridges to a successful career: Employers and graduate schools look for your potential to contribute to the world and community. For example, Microsoft is backing this class financially because they want to hire top students that understand the need for broad participation in, and application of, computer science. To this end, we are offering 3 awards to groups for technological contribution, mentoring, and leadership. The awardees will receive recognition by Microsoft, UCSB, and the community. The nonprofit/high-school with which the winning groups work will each receive $1500.

For more info:
http://www.cs.ucsb.edu/~cs193
Prof: Chandra Krintz

Sponsored by:
Microsoft